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Realize the full value of SAP Concur data for a 
complete range of use cases to be able to make 
business decisions faster, with maximum 
flexibility.



Data Delivery Service:
Customers are now able to get a
comprehensive picture of their Spend,
by combining their Concur data with
the rest of their company data. This
allows them improved insights, and to
make more informed, more efficient
decisions, quicker.

 Data Delivery Service empowers
customers and partners to address a
full range of use cases and make
decisions in less time and with fewer
constraints when a steady stream of
Concur data flows into their systems.

 Build and discover new analytics and
insights with data that is frequently
updated.

 Maximize analysis with raw data
describing users’ travel* and
expenses. Use data to optimize
Concur solutions and business
processes with the full scale of
transactional data available.

 Data can be combined with existing
company data in an ERP or Data
Warehouse to get a comprehensive
picture of spend.

 By using the BI tools that are already
part of your company’s landscape,
you can build further efficiencies, and
significantly decrease time to value.

2x
Companies with good
data analytics
capabilities are twice as
likely to be in the top
quartile of performance
within their industries

80%
of companies with
mature data practices
can get answers to data-
related questions within
minutes to hours, while
for less mature
companies, it takes days
to weeks.

2.5x
Companies that have
adopted mature data
practices achieve 2.5x
better business
outcomes across the
board.

70%
Data-driven firms made
up seven of the Global
top 10 firms by stock
market capitalization.

https://www.pwc.co.uk/data-analytics/documents/putting-value-on-data.pdf
https://www.heap.io/lp/ppc-how-data-maturity-drives-business-success?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=evergreen_fy23q3eg_all_usca_all_all_all_acq_pros_all_all_all_all_dm_gg-dg-conversions-website-generic-tofu-mofu&utm_term=data-driven-decision-making_phrase-exact_all_all_all_en&utm_content=white-paper_idc-data-maturity_data%20driven%20insights_b&rm_ci=18341143339&rm_gid=141676940055&rm_kw=data%20driven%20insights&rm_mt=b&rm_n=g&rm_cr=621890722509&gclid=CjwKCAjwxOymBhAFEiwAnodBLIQ1f9CY5ugUZUtmKgr1cr2vfa5UtWLevF4RYhmK2CpIgqItjw0BlRoCm5cQAvD_BwE
https://www.heap.io/lp/ppc-how-data-maturity-drives-business-success?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=evergreen_fy23q3eg_all_usca_all_all_all_acq_pros_all_all_all_all_dm_gg-dg-conversions-website-generic-tofu-mofu&utm_term=data-driven-decision-making_phrase-exact_all_all_all_en&utm_content=white-paper_idc-data-maturity_data%20driven%20insights_b&rm_ci=18341143339&rm_gid=141676940055&rm_kw=data%20driven%20insights&rm_mt=b&rm_n=g&rm_cr=621890722509&gclid=CjwKCAjwxOymBhAFEiwAnodBLIQ1f9CY5ugUZUtmKgr1cr2vfa5UtWLevF4RYhmK2CpIgqItjw0BlRoCm5cQAvD_BwE
https://www.bennettinstitute.cam.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Value_of_data_summary_report_26_Feb.pdf


A SINGLE SOURCE

Use a single solution to access all your data. Access all your
expense, invoice, travel and credit card data in one place, and
receive instant access to the meaningful data you need to act on.

Use your data to create, adjust and enforce your policies.
Visibility into unique spending patterns and buying behaviors help you
maintain a successful compliance program.

SEE THE ENTIRE PICTURE

Increased visibility into expense and invoice data, and travel
booking allows you to monitor, and control spend before it hits your
budget and allows you to negotiate with vendors to cut costs.

Control your spend by combining with existing data from your ERP
and other systems to see a comprehensive picture of spend.

Get detailed insight into your payment process so you can
address key issues as they arise, reduce reimbursement times, and
even manage tax requirements.

YOUR DATA, YOUR WAY

Not a Data Scientist? Not a Problem! Your data is delivered as self-
describing objects (Information describing the data contents of the file
are.embedded within the data file itself) that are easy to understand
and connect. All the data modelling is already done!

Get budget-saving perspectives through new insights and analysis.

Stay up to date. Because data is refreshed multiple times per day
concerns about using stale data are eliminated.

ONE CONNECTED SOLUTION

Set it and forget it. Once Data Delivery Service is set up, it provides
customers with an automated stream of data into their systems Data
Delivery Service clients will save time. No more manual downloads.
Users will simply start their BI tools with connected, refreshed data.

Improve data consumption while reducing data overhead.
Automatically ingest transactions into relevant systems.

* Travel, Travel Allowance, Invoice & Request data on Roadmap for future releases



ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP Concur is the world’s leading provider of integrated travel, expense, and invoice management
solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday processes. With SAP
Concur solutions, a top-rated app guides employees through every trip, charges are effortlessly
populated into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated. By integrating near-real-time
data and using AI to audit transactions, businesses can see exactly what they’re spending without
worrying about blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur solutions eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks,
makes today’s work easier, and help businesses run at their best every day. Learn more at
concur.com or the SAP Concur blog

http://www.concur.com/
https://www.concur.com/newsroom

